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a b s t r a c t
User-value is a determining factor for product acceptance in product design. Research on rural
electriﬁcation to date, however, does not draw sufﬁcient attention to the importance of user-value with
regard to the overall success of a project. This is evident from the analysis of project reports and
applicable indicators from agencies active in the sector. Learning from the design, psychology and
sociology literatures, it is important that rural electriﬁcation projects incorporate the value perception of
the end-user and extend their success beyond the commonly used criteria of ﬁnancial value, the
appropriateness of the technology, capacity building and technology uptake. Creating value for the end-
user is particularly important for project acceptance and the sustainability of a scheme once it has been
handed over to the local community. In this research paper, existing theories and models of value-theory
are transposed and applied to community operated rural electriﬁcation schemes and a user-value
framework is developed. Furthermore, the importance of value to the end-user is clariﬁed. Current
literature on product design reveals that user-value has different properties, many of which are
applicable to rural electriﬁcation. Five value pillars and their sub-categories important for the users of
rural electriﬁcation projects are identiﬁed, namely: functional; social signiﬁcance; epistemic; emotional;
and cultural values. These pillars provide the main structure for the conceptual framework developed in
this research paper. It is proposed that by targeting the values of the end-user, the key factors of user-
value applicable to rural electriﬁcation projects will be identiﬁed and the sustainability of the project
will be better ensured.
& 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).
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1. Introduction
This research paper seeks to develop a conceptual framework
by applying value-theory to rural electriﬁcation. This framework
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begins to answer the question: “What are the prevailing value
characteristics for rural villagers when implementing rural elec-
triﬁcation projects?”
Rural electriﬁcation1 is seen as a key mechanism to: improve
living standards [1]; increase income through ‘income generating
activities’ [2]; and improve community services such as education
and healthcare [3]. However, to date, mechanisms to implement
rural electriﬁcation projects are far from perfect as problems with
dissemination and sustainability in rural areas have not abated
[4,5]. As Lahimer et al. puts it “rural electriﬁcation is a complicated
issue because of user affordability, rural inaccessibility and remote-
ness, low population densities and dispersed households, low project
proﬁtability, ﬁscal deﬁcit, scarcity of energy resources, population
growth, lack of professionalism, and over-dependence on subsidies”
[6]. A summary of challenges faced is shown in Table 1.
The review of literature on challenges and issues in the ﬁeld
of rural electriﬁcation shows that development work typically
focuses on economic and physical aspects of development and
often neglects the needs of the local communities that are affected
by it [21,26]. A recent study undertaken by Bhattacharyya (2012)
revealed that a large set of rural electriﬁcation literature focuses
on techno-economic factors which are often technology and
country speciﬁc [27]. This is in line with the ﬁndings of Schille-
beeckx et al. (2012), who carried out a large literature review and
found that the majority of research within the ﬁeld of rural
electriﬁcation can be categorised under the following ﬁve head-
ings: country-based approach; local potential; technology policy;
institutional issues; and drivers of success. The latter is limited to a
small number of case study sites [28]. Despite this focus there is
clear evidence of the importance of ‘project ownership’ as a key
driver for project sustainability of community-operated rural
electriﬁcation schemes (the main focus of this research paper)
once the scheme has been handed over to the community [17,18].
This is highlighted by the following statements: “…ownership of
development initiatives as a means to sustainable community devel-
opment” [19]; “true participation […] ensures people take owner-
ship” [20]; and “infrastructure is maintained and repaired locally,
based on a sense of local ownership” [21]. This is further empha-
sised in research by [8,22–25]. According to these authors, factors
that inﬂuence responsible ownership include community involve-
ment, user training, and contributions in kind (material or labour).
For a more comprehensive list refer to Table 2.
According to Wilson et al. (2012, p.12), “it is generally agreed
that a sense of ownership is an indicator of success (albeit one that
can be hard to measure), [although] there is less consensus over
other considerations that might be interpreted as evidence of
‘success’, depending on one's perspective” [22]. This suggests that
academia and the development sector could improve upon the
investigation of factors inﬂuencing the success of rural electriﬁca-
tion projects. For example, parallels could be drawn with the
success indicators regularly described in product design, whereby
product demand and the end-user's perception of personal pro-
duct value inﬂuences the product's success [35]. Nurkka et al.
(2009, p.451) expressed that, “…individual values have a signiﬁ-
cant impact on consumers' inclinations to adopt new products”
[36]. The rural electriﬁcation analogy would investigate the
success of a project/scheme based on its value,2 as perceived by
the user(s) from a personal perspective. Inclusion of the needs and
priorities of end-users is seen as a key factor in the sustainable
design of infrastructure projects [37,38]. This will help to improve
understanding of the complex interaction between the user of the
service and the service itself – a topic much neglected in current
literature on infrastructure development [39].
Further to this, in some countries the rural electriﬁcation sector
is gradually becoming more commercial as governmental donors
embrace commercial approaches, causing a shift away from the
traditional ‘donor to recipient’ model, and towards a market-based
model. This is exempliﬁed in projects such as the: Private Sector
Participation Programme (PSPP) in Rwanda [40]; AR PERMER
Renewable Energy Additional Financing Project in Argentina [41];
Energy Development and Access Project in Ghana [42]; and Rural
Electriﬁcation Senegal (ERSEN) [43]. The latter of which does not
directly support the private sector but strengthens governments,
better enabling future private sector involvements. However,
despite this move towards a market-based model, the sector
continues to be dominated by donor approaches and has yet to
shift to a more commercial approach, whereby existing business
concepts are transposed and applied to development work. In
product design, for example, the importance of user-value on the
overall product success has long been acknowledged [44] from as
early as the 1990s [45]. Creating user-value by broadening
the perception of a ‘product experience’ rather than just ‘object-
interaction’ is seen as the predominant factor for product success
[46]. This has also been acknowledged in the development of
energy products for emerging economies (such as solar lanterns or
biomass stoves), and is highlighted in many reports [47–49].
Hence, the aim of this research paper is to identify properties
that are important for shaping the uptake and success of rural
electriﬁcation projects in developing economies by considering
different value types applicable to electriﬁcation as a service.
This paper is separated into three sections: ﬁrstly, existing
value models and tools are outlined; secondly, the value properties
Table 1
Summary list of barriers to the successful implementation of rural electriﬁcation projects.
Challenges
Financial: High upfront cost requiring savings over time; unavailability of capital; and lack of initiative through dependency on subsidies [6–11]
Infrastructure: Access to market through lack of local infrastructure and other market-based factors (e.g. competition, and marketing) [6,12–15]
Technical: Low technical skill levels and access to quality materials/products [12,14–16]
Social: Local ownership and acceptance [8,17–25]
Table 2
Summary of factors inﬂuencing local ownership responsibilities of rural electriﬁca-
tion projects.
Factors inﬂuencing local ownership
Training users and local technicians [29–31]
Financial contributions [17,32,33]
Contribution in kind (labour & materials) [17,18,24,31]
Local participation during the project stages [17,23,24,34]
1 In this research paper rural electriﬁcation includes decentralised schemes
that provide electricity to remote rural areas, including small-scale hydropower
plants, generators, and solar panels (with a speciﬁc focus on community operated
projects). Products or decentralised schemes are excluded.
2 In this research human value is referred to as: “desirable, trans-situational
goals, varying in importance that serve as guiding principles in the life of a person or
other social entity” [35].
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applicable to rural electriﬁcation are discussed; and ﬁnally, the
paper concludes with a conceptual framework for the value
perception of end-users when implementing rural electriﬁcation
in decentralised community-operated schemes.
2. Overview of models and tools of sociological value and
deﬁnition of value
Understanding the perceived value (what is important) to the
individual customer (in the case of rural electriﬁcation these are
often referred to as the beneﬁciaries) as well as to the community
as a whole is important in order to appreciate their real motiva-
tions and the drivers for ensuring the sustainability of a scheme.
This is in line with Woo (1992) who states “[value is] what is of true
worth to people in the broad context of the well-being and survival
of individuals, and by extension, of the species as a whole” [50].
Motivations may include, for example, the ﬂexibility of the power
output, the novelty of the project and the sense of safety the
scheme provides through street lighting. However, as highlighted
by Zeithaml [51], Woodruff [52], and Holbrook [53], the degree of
value differs between objects, individuals or groups and circum-
stances (time, location and environment). For rural electriﬁcation,
the service provided (electricity) remains the same but the extent
to which the service is valued and the way in which it is delivered
can be different. A few examples (non-exhaustive list) of potential
variables adjusted to suit different schemes are as follows: the
power availability per household; the ﬂexibility of supply; and the
intended use of the electricity. Consequently, the perceived value
differs. Value is a broadly used term, and all of the theories are
unique in their approach towards analysing user-value [54].
However, concepts of sociological value most often refer to the
cultural, social and individual behaviour of people within com-
munities [55]. According to Woodall [56], who assessed 90
different value studies, there are three commonalities describing
the perceived value. Value is: (i) inherent in or linked to the use of
the product, service or object; (ii) something perceived by custo-
mers rather than objectively determined, and; (iii) a trade-off
between what the consumer receives and what he or she gives up
to acquire and use a product or service [56]. As Boztepe [44] has
pointed out, by focusing on the experience of a product or service,
there is a potential to incorporate the different approaches
discussed above [44]. Discussed below are four major value
theories applicable to this research: value in exchange; value in
use; value in experience; and value in sign.
(1) Value in exchange – Within the economic paradigm, a
product or service has a certain value to individuals. This
theory assumes that customers make a decision to purchase at
the point of product exchange. This is in line with Philip
Kotler's theory and refers to trading one form of value, usually
monetary, for another form of value [57]. This shows their
willingness to pay (WTP) an agreed amount for a product
or service [10,51,58]. In rural electriﬁcation, the WTP can be
tested through auctions, for example [59,60]. While this
theory is more applicable to products, it is however, relevant
for rural electriﬁcation schemes, as communities are often
expected to commit to the scheme through labour or in kind
before implementation. This is illustrated in the following
project reports by ESDA and GIZ [61,62].
(2) Value in use – The ‘value in use’ theory refers to the value
perceived by customers when using a product or service [52].
This relates more to the user's practical experience when
interacting with their purchase. In rural electriﬁcation, value
is predominantly created through the service experience
(known as subjectivism3 [53]), see below. This is particularly true
for remote areas and countries with extremely low electriﬁcation
rates (e.g. Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA)). Nevertheless, customers
may still hold a certain level of expectation for electriﬁcation
created by the increase in mobile phone usage and the need for
mobile phone charging facilities,4 for example
(3) Value in experience – The importance of experience is high-
lighted by Pine and Gilmore [63] and Holbrook [53]. They
believe that the consumer desires a product or service for the
associated emotive experience/interaction, and not necessarily
for practical reasons. This is, however, user-subjective. Experi-
ence can be active or passive (known as ‘trying’ and ‘under-
going’ respectively) (as seen in [53,64]). In rural electriﬁcation
for example, it is the provision of electric lighting that leads to
less eyestrain because of increased and consistent (no ﬂicker-
ing) lumen output in the surrounding atmosphere. Eyestrain is
commonly associated with the usage of kerosene lanterns (the
common form of lighting in rural areas) [65,66].
(4) Value in sign – This is a complementary value strand pro-
posed by the sociologist Baudrillard [67]. The sign value refers
to the prestige (social status) of the product or the service
rather than the value of the actual object, its function, or the
user value derived from it [67]. Having an electric light, for
example, can signify a higher social status within the commu-
nity. A recent study has shown that one of the perceived
beneﬁts from electricity in rural villages is the improved social
status [68]. This is in line with Veblen (1953) who highlights
that goods may be valued because of the prestige that comes
with them [69]. For example, in emerging economies people
may strive for a product or service because it resembles the
lifestyle of the Western World [70]. Additionally, as many
of the rural population may desire an urban lifestyle, rural
electriﬁcation may initiate countryside urbanisation or ‘urban
living’. This desire for ‘urban living’ is believed to originate
from its association with improved development and oppor-
tunity. Rapid urbanisation trends in developing countries may
also be a necessity to generate income in rural areas [71].
In addition to the four value types described above, rural
electriﬁcation can be classiﬁed as an extrinsic value (also known
as instrumental value or contributory value), as it leads to the
accomplishment of further outputs and is not an end in itself
(intrinsic value) when seen from an end-user perspective [53]. This
is important as the beneﬁt from rural-electriﬁcation schemes goes
beyond power output, and can lead to long-term positive devel-
opment when designed properly. However, when considering
the user-value of rural electriﬁcation projects it is important
to consider the value to all stakeholders. For the operator, for
example, electricity can have intrinsic value because his role
does not involve the further beneﬁts which end-users can enjoy;
that is, the interaction with appliances powered by the electricity
he oversees the generation of. Additionally, stakeholder value
includes that of individual beneﬁciaries as well as the entire
community, project implementation team, and governmental
organisations. In value theory, these are referred to as self-
oriented values (individual) and other-oriented values (everyone
else) [56]. The latter can be broken down into a micro level (e.g.
family and friends), intermediate level (e.g. the community) and
macro level (e.g. nature) [53,64]. Additionally, it is important to
note that users are often willing to trade less of one value for more
3 Subjectivism, according to the OED refers to, “the practice of giving priority to
or laying emphasis on subjective consciousness, personal experience…” [116].
4 Mobile phone usage increased by 49% yearly in SSA from 2002 to 2007, even
reaching highly remote areas [117]. This leads to greater awareness about the need
for electriﬁcation and its understanding.
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of another value (trading off less salient for more salient values)
[72]. Based on the above, value properties applicable to the service
of providing electricity are discussed below.
3. Value properties pertaining to electriﬁcation as a service
There are a variety of different conceptual frameworks available
in the literature. However, no framework applicable to rural
electriﬁcation was found in this literature review. Consequently,
in order to develop a framework for rural electriﬁcation, in
addition to the work discussed above, the two comprehensive
frameworks developed by Boztepe [44] and Smith [73] provided
the baseline. Both made use of the wider literature on user-value
(value-theory). A summary of the 51 value-aspects identiﬁed is
shown in Table 3 in Appendix. Characteristics could then be
clustered in the following ﬁve pillars: functional, social signiﬁ-
cance, epistemic, emotional, and cultural values. Fig. 1 summarises
Fig. 1. Five pillars of user-value applied to rural electriﬁcation, including sub-categories.
Fig. 2. Hierarchical structure of functional value.
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the value pillars and their respective attributes with respect to
community-operated rural electriﬁcation; these are discussed further
in the following sections.
3.1. Functional value
In line with Drucker the functional value is concerned with
“customers pay[ing] only for what is of use to them and gives them
value” [74] and covers the main function of the product or service
including utilitarian and physical attributes [72]. In the words of
Broekhuizen, this can be understood as the “utility derived from the
product quality and product performance” [75]. The utility is the
price and the quality, coined as the ‘worth’ [56]. This corresponds
to the utility deﬁnition given by OED “the fact, character, or quality
of being useful or serviceable; ﬁtness for some desirable purpose or
valuable end; usefulness, serviceableness” [76]. In line with the
utility value framework developed by Boztepe, the functional
value applicable to rural electriﬁcation covers the following ﬁve
value streams [44]: economy (ﬁnancial beneﬁts [56]); quality and
performance (reliability and ﬂexibility [77]); convenience (opera-
tional beneﬁts [56]); physical compatibility; and service (Fig. 2).
In rural electriﬁcation, the economy value is two-fold: purchase
economy and use economy. The purchase economy refers to
(a) the physical cost of the installation (upfront cost) and (b) the
per unit price (cost per kWh of electricity used). According to the
literature, upfront cost is a major barrier for the widespread
diffusion of rural electriﬁcation technologies [78–80]. Conse-
quently, product/project developers design solutions that resem-
ble current spending patterns for kerosene or candles, e.g. pay-as-
you go or ﬁxed monthly cost. This is exempliﬁed in the following
developments: micro-ﬁnance with Germeen Shaki [81]; pay-as-
you-go with M-KOPA [82]; and rental franchise with Sunlabob
[83]. The use economy, on the other hand, relates to the
actual ﬁnancial beneﬁts gained through the project. This can be
(a) monthly saving through the replacement of traditional energy
sources or generators [78,84] and (b) a rise in income from
the potential increased portfolio of income generating activi-
ties such as grain processing [85]. However a reduction in the
energy bill is not always the norm as consumption may increase
because of additional energy expenditures from television or
refrigeration [86]. Further to this, whilst the authors believe that
income generating activities are essential for poverty eradication,
the utilisation of income generating activities remains low at
present [87].
Reliability, durability, and effectiveness can be categorised under
quality and performance. The reliability refers to the consistency
of supply. Brownouts5 and blackouts are very common in devel-
oping countries, as supply cannot meet demand [88,89]. Conse-
quently, organisations deploy load-shedding strategies to avoid
unexpected shortfalls in power. Load-shedding is more common in
larger electriﬁcation projects, as can be seen in Bangladesh [90]
and Uganda [91]. However, there are also cases in which load-
shedding is used on smaller-scale hydropower projects, whereby
mechanisms are installed to allow for battery charging during the
day (to generate income to cover operation and maintenance cost
of the scheme) and lighting at night [92]. Durability is concerned
with the longevity of the equipment (such as hydropower turbine)
as well as the electrical components (e.g. house installation). The
effectiveness can be seen as the extent to which the power supplied
meets the demand of the speciﬁc community. Some individuals in
a community for example, may be only interested in lighting and
consequently, solar lanterns maybe the best solution for them in
the short-term. Despite there being multiple applications using
electricity, to date “lighting” is seen as the most desired applica-
tion by rural communities [86]. This could be because of project
developers promote electric lighting above alternative applica-
tions. This suggestion is supported by a recent study which found
that, “… the beneﬁts derived from electricity, include perceived
improved security, better quality lighting, entertainment, and a sense
of inclusion through television and through the social prestige of
coming from a village with electricity. With exception of lighting and
to a lesser extent, security, these are not the beneﬁts that developers
normally advance when targeting communities with electricity” [68].
Convenience applies to the following three branches: time,
ﬂexibility, and accessibility. For rural electriﬁcation the time value
has two main components: (1) the time saved by the replacement
of traditional fuels (time beneﬁts) and (2) the planning required
when using electricity (time management). Time beneﬁts occur
when (a) time consuming activities such as the collection of
ﬁrewood are eliminated [2] or (b) processes are speeded up
because of the higher energy content of the replacement fuel
(e.g. grinding). Time management, on the other hand, is necessary
to plan for speciﬁc activities such as load shedding (described
above). Flexibility refers to the ability to adjust the time as well as
the energy supply to meet the changing needs of the beneﬁciaries
over time. As discussed above, consumption may increase with
time because of increased desires such as TV or refrigerators [86].
The IEA has recognised that energy levels are dynamic. Once an
initial connection has been made, energy consumption increases
to the regional average within 5 years [93]. For rural electriﬁcation
the accessibility can refer to the technology itself or to the ability to
access suitable equipment or appliances, with the latter being
more crucial to the success of the scheme [94,95]. However, the
accessibility to electric appliances remains low with only 20% of
the poor people globally able to beneﬁt [1].
The physical compatibility has three characteristics, namely:
aesthetics, appropriateness, and ease of use. The aesthetics of
the alternative method (e.g. replace kerosene lanterns with light
bulbs) may be measured upon comparison with the traditional.
This is particularly true for the quality of the light produced (e.g.
kerosene lamps produce ‘warm’ light and LEDs give a ‘cold’ light).
A ﬁeld study in Uganda showed, for example, that rural customers
made pico-PV purchasing decisions based on their perceptions
associated with the light output of the lantern [60]. The appro-
priateness of the service relates to the extent to which the
availability of electricity meets the speciﬁc needs of a community.
A community, for example, that relies on metal processing for
income generation may require a larger power output than a
community that relies on agriculture. The ease of use is concerned
Fig. 3. Hierarchical structure of social signiﬁcance value.
5 Brownouts refer to a drop in voltage in a power system [118].
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with the ability of the end-user to operate the new technology
with little guidance or training. This is important as the operation
of new technology and associated equipment may be challenging
if it is over-complex or unintuitive [96]. It is hence paramount to
utilise appropriate technologies and/or to provide end-user train-
ing, as shown in the following examples [61,97].
Although, the three service branches of support, training and
maintenance can be covered within the existing value pillars as
seen in [56,73,98], they are here considered within an indepen-
dent entity, namely: service. This is because, as noted above, they
are a major inﬂuencing factor on the success of rural electriﬁcation
schemes.
3.2. Social signiﬁcance value
Social signiﬁcance value (also referred to as identity value)
relates to different social groups (in terms of status and identity)
[44,72] as well as the sensorial nature of the product or service
(referring to the perceived feeling) [73]. The social signiﬁcance
value has two main components: identity and status (Fig. 3).
According to Holbrook “value resides not in the product
purchased, not in the brand chosen, not in the object possessed,
but rather in the consumption experience(s) derived therefrom”
[53]. However, Holbrook's statement (based on his ‘value-as-user-
experience’ theory) fails to acknowledge the importance of iden-
tity and status. For the purpose of this research the identify value
refers to a person's association with a group and covers the two
characteristics: group belonging, and prestige. For group belong-
ing, for example, a person may accept a rural electriﬁcation project
because of ‘conspicuous consumption’6 rather than need. This has
also been evident during the distribution of energy efﬁcient
biomass stoves in Sri Lanka [99]. A study, undertaken by the Shell
Foundation, found that the uptake of improved cooking stoves
increased because consumers followed their neighbours' trends
[100]. In addition to the prestige described above (Section 2, point
4 ‘value in sign’), prestige may refer to a person's early acceptance
(early adopter) of the rural electriﬁcation scheme because of their
need to distinguish themself from the group. Both, the need for
esteem and belongingness, are, according to ‘Maslow's Theory of
human motivation’, key drivers for human development [101].
Status refers to the individual role and the impact of an individual
on the wider group and covers role fulﬁlment and leadership. For
example, a village chairman's support for rural electriﬁcation may
inﬂuence a community's decision (leadership) and his role as a
leader (status) therefore could have an inﬂuence on the overall
project acceptance [102,103].
3.3. Epistemic value
Epistemic value is a branch of epistemology and refers to the
‘method or grounds of knowledge’ [76] and has the following
characteristics: (a) to satisfy a desire for knowledge; (b) to provoke
curiosity; and (c) to provide novelty [72]. As shown in Fig. 4.
According to Sheth et al. (1991), “entirely new experiences
certainly provide epistemic value… a change of pace can also imbue
epistemic value” [72]. Rural electriﬁcation is in line with this
sentiment as it aims to provide electricity to remote areas.
Electriﬁcation schemes in rural remote areas can be seen as a
novelty to replace traditional fuels and consequently people may
strive for it. This is exempliﬁed in a Solar-Home System (SHS)
project in Peru, “the installation of Prodia's experience in Peru
showed that at ﬁrst only a few families put themselves forward for
a SHS as others were unsure of the technology. After installation, the
sceptics' curiosity was satisﬁed and many more families wanted to
participate” [88]. Electriﬁcation requires knowledge to: (a) operate
and maintain a scheme and (b) enable full utilisation [88,104].
However, such schemes also enable the new acquisition of knowl-
edge. This may be owing to: increased awareness from access to
TV and radio; extended access to education (schools are able
to extend opening hours into the evening as a result of electric
Fig. 4. Hierarchical structure of epistemic value.
Fig. 5. Hierarchical structure of emotional value.
Fig. 6. Hierarchical structure of cultural value.
6 A term coined by the sociologist and economist Thorstein Veble, referring to
people that benchmark their standards of living against their peers [119].
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lighting); and exposure to standards of living associated with
different cultures (users may relate electricity consuming activities
to urban or ‘western’ demographics), which may also arouse
curiosity.
3.4. Emotional value
The emotional value refers to non-cognitive and unconscious
decisions that are made based on for example, childhood experiences
[72]. From the literature and the applicability to rural electriﬁcation,
there are four main characteristics that can be linked to emotional
value. These are: association, fun, memorability, and safety (Fig. 5).
For rural electriﬁcation, association may refer to one's sense of
connectivity towards a different class, culture, or people that use
electricity. For example in Kenya people felt a desire for Western
lifestyle and longed for a light switch and a permanent bulb in
their home [60]. Fun can be two-fold, seen as: (a) fun with
the family (or on your own), watching TV, listening to music or
fun with ‘new’ equipment (object), light switches or TVs and
(b) fun through the ability to socialise with peers into the late
evening hours, for example. This in turn may lead to memorable
moments. Additionally, electricity may provide a sense of security
through improved lighting and lower risk of fuel shortage.
The ﬁrst of which is perceived to be one of the key beneﬁts of
rural electriﬁcation by developers [68,105,106]. Additionally, as
outlined by Yadoo “by generating energy from indigenous power
sources, renewable energy power technologies can protect against
ﬂuctuations in international fuel prices, improving energy security
and local resilience” [107].
3.5. Cultural value
According to OED (2013) culture can be deﬁned as “the
distinctive ideas, customs, social behaviour, products, or way of life
of a particular nation, society, people, or period” [76]. In line with
this the cultural value applicable to rural electriﬁcation covers the
following three value streams: tradition, religion and spirituality
(Fig. 6).
Tradition refers to the transmission of statements, beliefs,
rules, and customs that are carried forward from the past but
are still followed in current culture [76]. Rural electriﬁcation is
considered to fulﬁl the requirement for development intervention
through, for example, improved health and education [108].
However, while the technology may act as an enabler of better
health and education, tradition may be a barrier to its successful
adoption as villagers continue to cook using ﬁrewood and children
continue to collect the ﬁrewood [109]. Religion is, according to
Solomon's evaluation of a wide range of literature on consumer
behaviour, a determining factor of buying behaviour in consumers
[110]. While religious convictions are declining in the developed
world, religious beliefs remain high in the developing world
[111,112]. A set of religious beliefs may govern: the role of women
in society; the role of technology or technological advancement
in society; and locations of spiritual signiﬁcance. This can affect
decisions regarding the siting, modes, purpose of, and location of
Fig. 7. Value framework rural electriﬁcation.
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electriﬁcation schemes. Spirituality can refer to material things or
substances in a ﬁgurative or symbolic sense [56,113,114]. In rural
electriﬁcation this may be signiﬁcant when implementing hydro-
power schemes. For the Bujagali hydropower project in Uganda,
for example, spirits living in the waterfall had to be relocated to
allow for the scheme to be built. This required a ceremony to avoid
upsetting the spirit [115]. On the other hand, people may be scared
of ‘foreign’ technologies (Fig. 7).
4. Conclusion
The aim of this paper is to develop a holistic value-framework
with factors that generate value for the community when imple-
menting community-operated rural electriﬁcation projects in the
developing world. Understanding the user perceived value is
important because: (a) mechanisms to implement rural electriﬁ-
cation projects are far from perfect as problems with dissemina-
tion and sustainability in rural areas have not abated and (b) rural
electriﬁcation is gradually becoming more commercial as the
sector moves towards a market-based approach. To develop this
framework, value-theory (a common approach in marketing and
business) has been applied to rural electriﬁcation. The holistic
nature of value-theory in conjunction with rural electriﬁcation
allows for a wide range of issues to be covered, which have not yet
been explored in the rural electriﬁcation literature. The following
ﬁve value pillars, important for the success of rural electriﬁcation
schemes, have been identiﬁed: functional; social signiﬁcance,
epistemic; emotional; and cultural values. The success of rural
electriﬁcation schemes may be inﬂuenced by any of the pillars and
their applicable characteristics. Consequently, using value-theory
provides a meaningful and holistic way of giving guidance and
measuring the success of rural electriﬁcation projects.
The review of the literature showed that, to date, project
considerations are mainly based on the assessment of techno-
economical factors; such as the purchase/use of a scheme. Rarely
are socio-cultural factors taken into consideration. These may,
however, reﬂect more accurately the needs and desires of a
community and subsequently generate user value. For example,
the acceptance of a scheme may depend on its ability to promote
village status. Further to this, to ensure community commitment,
it is paramount to generate value for the entire community, i.e.
meeting needs and the desires of the different beneﬁting stake-
holder groups. An individual, for example, may have different
needs and desires than the community as a whole. Furthermore,
for the beneﬁciaries power provision should not be seen as a
means to an end, instead it should be seen as an opportunity for
growth to effectively contribute to rural development.
The holistic value-framework developed in this paper provides
the basis to begin answering the questions: what are the prevail-
ing value characteristics for rural villagers, and why are some more
important than others? Once tested in the ﬁeld, this framework
will: (a) contribute to the understanding of consumer value in
a rural electriﬁcation context and (b) assist practitioners, policy
makers and organisations in determining what motivates com-
munities to ensure the longevity of development projects.
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